abstract: Two competing consumer species may coexist using a single homogeneous resource when the more efficient consumer-the one having the lowest equilibrium resource density-has a more nonlinear functional response that generates consumer-resource cycles. We extend this model of nonequilibrium coexistence, as proposed by Armstrong and McGehee, by putting the interaction into a spatial context using two frameworks: a spatially explicit individual-based model and a spatially implicit metapopulation model. We find that Armstrong and McGehee's mechanism of coexistence can operate in a spatial context. However, individual-based simulations suggest that decreased dispersal restricts coexistence in most cases, whereas differential equation models of metapopulations suggest that a low rate of dispersal between subpopulations often increases the coexistence region. This difference arises in part because of two potentially opposing effects on coexistence due to the asynchrony in the temporal dynamics at different locations. Asynchrony implies that the less efficient species is more likely to be favored in some spatial locations at any given time, which broadens the conditions for coexistence. On the other hand, asynchrony and dispersal can also reduce the amplitude of local population cycles, which restricts coexistence. The relative influence of these two effects depends on details of the population dynamics and the representation of space. Our results also demonstrate that coexistence via the Armstrong-McGehee mechanism can occur even when there is little variation in the global densities of either the consumers or the resource, suggesting that empirical studies of the mechanisms should measure densities on several spatial scales.
In the 1970s, several authors independently suggested that differences in the linearity of the functional and/or numerical responses of two consumer species could allow them to coexist while simultaneously limited by a single resource (Stewart and Levin 1973; Koch 1974; Armstrong and McGehee 1976a , 1976b , 1980 McGehee and Armstrong 1977; Hsu et al. 1978) . This coexistence mechanism requires that the system undergo sustained oscillations that arise either by exogenous forcing or endogenously generated consumer-resource cycles. Armstrong and McGehee emphasized the endogenous cycles that frequently occur in consumer-resource models with self-reproducing resource and consumers having a concave (Holling type 2) functional response. As a result of population cycles, both consumer species can have a positive long-term growth rate when the consumer having a more strongly saturating functional response (hereafter referred to as the "nonlinear consumer") also has a lower equilibrium resource requirement. In this case, the consumer species having a more nearly linear functional response (the "linear consumer") also has a higher resource requirement and therefore cannot exclude the nonlinear consumer. Likewise, the nonlinear consumer cannot exclude the linear consumer because the resource cycles it generates increase the mean resource density above both its own and the linear species' equilibrium resource requirements. This ArmstrongMcGehee (AM) mechanism can produce coexistence over a wide range of parameters in a variety of simple models (Abrams and Holt 2002; Abrams et al. 2003) .
Recent work showing that the AM mechanism can often lead to coexistence contrasts with the relative lack of empirical attention to the AM mechanism (see reviews in Grover 1997; Abrams 2004) . Although empirical examination of this coexistence mechanism is often difficult, the general lack of investigations may have been partly due to the lack of theoretical work showing that the mechanism operates outside the context of simple nonspatial models. For example, it is an open question whether the AM mechanism can account for coexistence of two competing consumer species when interactions are localized in space. Analyses of spatial models of predatory or competitive interactions have shown that the global outcomes may differ in the case of spatially localized interactions (de Roos et al. 1991 (de Roos et al. , 1998 Durrett and Levin 1998; Holmes and Wilson 1998; Wilson 1998; Bolker and Pacala 1999; Chesson 2000; Amarasekare and Nisbet 2001) .
Here we analyze the potential for coexistence via the AM mechanism in spatially structured environments by constructing alternative formulations: an individual-based simulation with individuals distributed over explicit space (de Roos et al. 1991; Wilson 1998 ) and a differential equation model of a metapopulation (de Roos et al. 1998; Jansen and de Roos 2000; Jansen 2001 ). These spatial scenarios represent opposite ends in a continuum of models of spatially distributed interactions (e.g., Tilman and Kareiva 1997; Jansen and de Roos 2000) . In each of the two types of model, local interactions can be described by the version of the AM model explored in Abrams and Holt (2002) and Abrams et al. (2003) . Increasing either the dispersal distance or dispersal probability of individuals of the consumer species decreases the spatial localization of interactions.
Our main question is whether localized interactions decrease or increase the ability of the two consumer species to coexist. The answer is not immediately clear because spatial predator-prey models have demonstrated effects that should have opposite consequences for coexistence via the AM mechanism. On the one hand, localized interactions dampen local cycles in predator and prey population densities partly because local cycles become desynchronized, resulting in reduced cycle amplitudes (e.g., de Roos et al. 1991) . Abrams and Holt (2002) show that large amplitude fluctuations are required for a broad range of conditions to allow coexistence in homogeneous AM models. Thus, the dampening of local cycles via asynchrony could restrict coexistence conditions. On the other hand, asynchrony of local cycles also implies that at any given point in time, conditions are favorable to each species somewhere in the system. High resource densities favor the linear consumer (whose consumption is less easily saturated), while low densities favor the nonlinear consumer. Movement and population growth in systems with spatially asynchronous fluctuations might allow a rare invading consumer to become concentrated in those areas where it has the advantage, potentially enhancing coexistence. Demographic stochasticity may also affect coexistence in opposing ways. It might act like exogenous environmental forcing and increase cycle amplitude (Wilson 1998; Anderies and Beisner 2000) and therefore enhance coexistence. However, in a spatial context it should also desynchronize cycles in different patches and thus dampen local cycles. The question of how spatial localization of finite populations affects coexistence of consumer species also hinges on which of the two opposing consequences of asynchrony predominates.
Because we wish to compare spatial and nonspatial models, we begin by reviewing results for the spatially homogeneous AM model (Abrams and Holt 2002; Abrams et al. 2003) . In particular, we review the concept of a coexistence bandwidth (Armstrong 1976) , which allows us to quantify the range of species properties allowing coexistence. The coexistence bandwidth is a measure of the size of the region in parameter space yielding competitive coexistence (e.g., Wilson et al. 1999) . Armstrong and McGehee (1980) presented a model of two consumers competing for a common resource in which the more efficient consumer-the one having the lowest equilibrium resource density-has a Holling (1959) 
Coexistence in the Nonspatial AM Model
The population densities of consumers (predators) are P 1 and P 2 , and the density of the logistically growing resource (prey) is N; B i is the conversion efficiency of food into offspring for consumer i; h is the handling time for a resource item eaten by the nonlinear consumer, species 1; d i is the per capita death rate of consumer i; C i is a searching consumer's attack rate; r and K are logistic growth parameters; and I is the immigration rate of the resource. Abrams and Holt (2002) show that the range of consumer properties that allow coexistence can be described by the range of resource requirements of the linear * N 2 species that results in coexistence. Because is directly * N 2 proportional to the per capita death rate of the linear consumer, d 2 , we will use the range of d 2 as a measure of coexistence bandwidth (Armstrong 1976) . Abrams and Holt (2002) show that the coexistence bandwidth depends on the composite parameter hC 1 K and the equilibrium requirement of the nonlinear consumer . The band- * N 1 width is maximized by a large value of hC 1 K and a moderately small . * N 1 We expect that when patches are equivalent, only one boundary of the coexistence region will be altered due to spatial effects. The linear consumer, when alone, produces no cycles, and resource density is spatially homogeneous. As an invader, the nonlinear consumer will increase in density everywhere if it has the smaller , as in the non- * N spatial model. However, previous work has demonstrated that when the nonlinear consumer is resident, spatial localization alters population cycles (de Roos et al. 1991 (de Roos et al. , 1998 Wilson 1998; Jansen 2001) , and we anticipate that the maximum resource requirement of the linear species, which leads to coexistence, will differ between homogeneous and spatially structured models.
Coexistence in Explicit Space
We examine the AM coexistence mechanism in explicit space using an individual-based simulation model that follows several previous spatial predator-prey models (e.g., Wilson 1998) except for minor alterations required by having two consumer species. All three species in the model are represented as discrete individuals occupying the cells of a two-dimensional spatial grid within which interactions between consumer and resource individuals take place. There is at most one resource individual per site but an arbitrary number of consumer individuals of either species. Resource individuals have a fixed spatial location with offspring dispersal limited to nearest neighbor sites, while adult and offspring consumers have positions represented by real numbers and disperse each time interval according to a normal distribution of dispersal distances with 0 mean and variance j 2 . We also examine the "well-mixed" case in which each consumer individual is independently reassigned to a randomly chosen spatial position at each time interval. Most of the simulations involve a rectangular grid of sites with pe-200 # 1,000 riodic boundary conditions (i.e., opposite edges of the lattice are assumed to be connected). All cells are updated simultaneously while eliminating any conflicts that arise in the new states. Interactions defining resource reproduction within a time step result in logistic growth: each resource individual gives birth during each time unit with probability r, and the newborn individual survives if it disperses to a randomly chosen nearby empty site. In addition, each empty cell receives a resource immigrant with probability I. A consumer individual of species j reproduces in a given time unit with a probability B j if it successfully captures, with probability C j , an encountered resource item during the time step. After consuming a resource item, a nonlinear consumer does not eat for the next h time units, reflecting the handling time of the resource item. Finally, each individual of consumer species j has a probability d i of dying at the end of each time step.
Although we explored the dynamics of the simulation for a number of different parameters, most of the results given below assume a standard parameter set:
, . Because of the known dependency of coex-I p 0.0001 istence bandwidth in equations (1) on the composite parameter, ChK (Abrams and Holt 2002), we examine coexistence over a range of handling times for consumer species 1, h sim , from 1 to 13, which corresponds to the range of handling times h, from 0.972 to 10 in equations (1) . When the resource is at its carrying capacity, the maximum handling time results in a high level of satiation in the nonlinear consumer, a feature commonly observed in functional response measurements in relatively natural settings (Abrams et al. 1990; Gross et al. 1993; Messier 1994; Eby et al. 1995; Ruesink 1997) .
Simulations like this one can result in locally small populations in which demographic stochasticity and individual discreteness can have particularly pronounced effects (e.g., Wilson 1996) . Specifically, the minimum population size during a cycle may be small enough that one or more species goes extinct locally, either deterministically (when the minimum density is less than one individual) or due to demographic stochasticity. Previous work on predatorprey models has shown that spatial localization of interactions can also result in desynchronization or loss of local cycles (de Roos et al. 1991) . Low dispersal distance also reduces the correlation length of population densities, as the globally synchronous cycles are transformed into more irregular local cycles that are out of phase with other localities . We examined local dynamics for two differently sized quadrats within a lat-20 # 1,000 tice for , implying coexistence, under well-mixed d p 0.04 2 and local dispersal conditions ( fig. 1 ). There are similar cycles on both small ( ) and medium ( ) 20 # 10 20 # 160 scales when the system is well mixed ( fig. 1A ), but when dispersal is local ( fig. 1B) , there are irregular cycles on a small spatial scale and relative stability at a larger scale, reflecting the fact that cycles in different local areas are out of phase with each other. In spite of this large-scale stability, the instability on the local scale leads to variation in population sizes, allowing the AM mechanism to work. However, the local cycles seen at low dispersal have smaller amplitudes compared to the well-mixed case, which is expected to reduce the range of mortalities allowing coexistence. Spatial desynchronization and a reduced coexistence bandwidth is illustrated in figure 2 by showing a single row of the lattice through time for sev-20 # 1,000 eral death rates of the linear consumer. High synchronization would be marked by vertical bands in the images for the nonlinear consumer, representing high densities at all locations at a single point in time (e.g., Wilson 1998) .
Maximum and minimum values of d 2 that permit coexistence of the two consumer species depend sensitively on dispersal ( fig. 3) . The limiting values shown in figure  3 were determined by running simulations on a lattice for a series of death rates, d 2 , separated 200 # 1,000 by 0.005. Note that for our standard parameter set, is the maximum death rate that allows persisd p 0.25 2 tence of the linear species in the absence of any competition. Thus, a large handling time for the nonlinear consumer allows coexistence over roughly one-fifth of the entire range of potential death rates (efficiencies) of the linear consumer. The range of death rates allowing coexistence in the spatial simulation increases with the nonlinear consumer's handling time for the well-mixed case ( fig. 3A ) and the case of a relatively high movement rate ( fig. 3B ). This pattern is not evident for the two lower movement rates ( fig. 3C, 3D ). It is clear that, in general, more localized interactions greatly reduce the relatively wide coexistence bandwidths observed in the original model, equations (1), when handling time is large. These results raise two questions: first, what accounts for the difference between equations (1) and the well-mixed simulation, and second, what accounts for the reduction in the coexistence bandwidths at high handling times when movement is restricted?
A small part of the difference between the simulation and differential equation models is due to the presence of consumer interference in the simulation but not the equations (J. Nelson and W. Wilson, unpublished manuscript). Under both local and well-mixed dispersal in the simulation, interference occurs if two or more consumers are assigned to the same cell that contains a resource individual because only one, chosen at random, can obtain the resource. Interference is expected to move the coexistence region to the left and to reduce its width slightly; we observe both effects ( fig. 3) . However, for most of the parameters we examined, interference is relatively small. A second factor is the reduced cycle amplitude implied by the spatially asynchronous cycles (fig. 1B) . However, this reduction in amplitude is likely to be at least partially offset by the fact that asynchrony implies that there are always some locations where the linear species is favored. This offsetting effect is shown clearly in the analysis of the metapopulation model in the following section.
The main difference between the results of the wellmixed simulation ( fig. 3A ) and equations (1) is that the finite number of lattice sites sets limits on allowable population sizes. Population cycles that regularly reduce population numbers to single digits are likely to result in eventual extinction due to demographic stochasticity. We recalculated the coexistence bandwidth for equations (1) using two extinction thresholds that were expected to bracket the effects of demographic stochasticity with high amplitude cycles (thresholds of two or 20 individuals for both consumer species). Table 1 Thus, for this range of parameters, the finite population size of the simulations seems to account for most of the difference in results. For most handling times !9, a threshold of 20 applied to the differential equation model produces a wider bandwidth than was observed in the simulations. The primary mechanism underlying the differences at these smaller handling times is unclear. However, the transient dynamics of equations (1) can produce larger amplitude fluctuations than are present in the limit cycle, so it is possible that extinctions could occur in finite populations even when the threshold density on the limit cycle is 120.
Coexistence in a Metapopulation
An alternative method of modeling space is the "implicit" representation of a metapopulation (or metacommunity). Here, interspecific interactions take place locally in a number of distinct patches. Within each patch, individuals move quickly so that no spatial heterogeneity emerges and interactions between individuals depend only on the species densities of that patch. Most of our analysis examines a differential equation model of a metapopulation with a small number of patches, but we also examine a simulation with a large number of patches each with finite population sizes. As before, patches are connected by consumer movement, but the metapopulation structure assumes an emigration rate for each consumer population and subsequent immigration to all other patches with equal likelihood. This scenario is a useful comparison with the above results because it represents a very different manner of linking global and local spatial scales.
A Differential Equation Model with Two Equivalent Patches
The simplest metapopulation model consists of two equivalent patches, yet it produces surprisingly complicated dynamics: even the two-patch model with only a single resource and consumer exhibits a large variety of dynamics (Jansen 2001) , and we do not attempt to provide a complete description of dynamics over this entire range for the two consumer system. In the model we study here, resources in the two patches, labeled a and b, reproduce independently of each other and do not move between patches. Equivalence of Note: Several definitions of extinction assumed. a The simulation bandwidth was estimated using the midpoint of the interval separating parameters producing coexistence and exclusion. The analytical bandwidths for finite population sizes were based on scaling the densities in the differential equation by 200,000 (the number of sites in the simulation, corresponding to in the analytical model). K p 1 patches means that the logistic growth parameters do not differ between patches:
, and . As above,
we assume that the resource population in each patch receives a small number of immigrants from outside the metapopulation. The per-individual/between-patch movement rates of the two consumer species are assumed equal and given by m. The full model is thus
where parameters have the same meanings as in equations (1). When it is alone, the linear consumer reaches a stable equilibrium with its resource, but because the resource densities are identical and stable in each patch, the invasion condition for the nonlinear consumer is identical to the corresponding condition in a one-patch model. Invasion conditions are more complicated for the model without the linear consumer. Synchronized, identical cycles in the two patches represent one solution to equations (2) when the equilibrium of the nonlinear consumer and resource within a patch is locally unstable. However, these synchronized cycles may be unstable, globally stable, or only locally stable (Jansen 2001) . The local stability of these synchronized cycles can be assessed using the methods of Jansen and Lloyd (2000) . For our base parameter set, synchronized cycles were globally stable for all migration rates when h was !∼9.7. When cycles are synchronized, the invasion conditions for the linear consumer do not differ from those of one-patch systems. We also observed asynchronous cycles that were locally stable when and h 1 9.7 migration rates were relatively low, although globally stable asynchronous cycles occur for other parameter sets (Jansen 2001) . Antisynchronized cycles (180Њ out of phase) were the most common type of asynchrony we observed between patches for our base parameter set, but other types of asynchronous cycles also occurred ( fig. 4) .
When patches with the nonlinear consumer fluctuate asynchronously, the invasion conditions for the linear consumer differ from those of the one-patch model. Table 2 presents the results of repeated simulations of invasion by the linear consumer in a system with a relatively small movement rate ( ). The results show that the m p 0.0001 maximum coexistence bandwidth in the two-patch model is expanded by more than 40% relative to the one-patch system for the range of handling times shown. The invasion conditions for the linear consumer are primarily influenced by the presence of one favorable patch at almost all times; the difference in the nonlinear consumer's cycle amplitude ( densities) between inmaximum Ϫ minimum and out-of-phase systems is !1% for systems lacking the linear consumer.
The final column in table 2 shows the percentage of (100) random initial densities of the nonlinear consumer and the resource that resulted in successful invasion and eventual coexistence of the linear consumer when the linear consumer had a death rate intermediate between the maximum d 2 for one-patch and two-patch systems. This value is !100% in all cases, indicating that the expanded coexistence region is "fragile" in the sense that random perturbations to some or all population densities could shift the system to one with synchronized patches, which is equivalent to the one-patch system from the standpoint of coexistence. This fragility reflects the fact that the model with only the nonlinear consumer has two attractors (with populations in the two patches either in or out of phase) for our base parameter set at low movement rates. Although table 2 assumes a single movement rate, a significant range of relatively low movement rates, m, allows persistence of asynchronous cycles. With , asynh p 10 chrony is possible when , and the maximum m !∼ 0.00055 d 2 that allows coexistence is relatively insensitive to the movement rate when it is below this value.
The presence of asynchronous attractors and the associated expanded coexistence bandwidth were sensitive to the demographic rates (B 2 , d 2 ) of the linear consumer. Proportional changes in these two rates do not alter the minimum , nor do they alter the maximum in either * * N N 2 2 a one-patch model or a two-patch model with synchronized dynamics. However, these changes affect the stability of asynchronous dynamics in the two-patch model. Doubling the values of these two parameters (using the base parameters with ) increases the maximum by * h p 10 N 2 15%, while halving the parameters decreases the maximum by 11%. An increase in B 2 and d 2 also increases the * N 2 fraction of initial conditions yielding coexistence in cases that have both synchronous and asynchronous attractors. The coexistence bandwidth continues to expand as the demographic rates of the linear species are increased. Faster dynamics enables the linear species to grow more quickly once it has reached the patch where it is favored.
Some Extensions of the 2-Equivalent Patch Model
Natural metapopulations often consist of more than two patches, and it is unlikely that these spatially separated patches would have identical environmental conditions. Indeed, our simulation of a finite collection of individuals in explicit space (supplemented by simulations of a metapopulation below) inherently involves demographic stochasticity, which mimics exogenous, spatially varying environmental conditions. Although allowing more and different patches leads to an even larger range of potential models and parameters that cannot be explored fully here, it is important to explore these simple extensions and their influence on coexistence to better understand the overall applicability of the AM coexistence mechanism in empirical systems.
In the case of three equivalent patches, the parameters used in table 2 with result in a maximum possible h p 10 d 2 of 0.168 compared to 0.158 in the two-patch case. In addition, the fraction of initial conditions that lead to asynchronous dynamics is greater in the three-patch system than in the two-patch system; if the final column of table 2 is recalculated for the three-patch systems, the percentage of initial conditions yielding coexistence is always higher than in the two-patch system, ranging from 44% (for ) to over 90% for or 12. Alternative h p 9.7 h p 11.5 attractors in three-or more patch systems are more common than in two-patch systems, which agrees with the numerical analyses of other "metacommunities" of interacting species (de Roos et al. 1998; King and Hastings 2003) .
We also investigated models with intrinsic resource growth rates that differed from the mean value of r * by , using our base parameter set with , * ‫ע‬d r p 0.1 h p , and . Most significantly for coexistence, a 10 m p 0.0001 difference in resource growth rates of 10% or more usually produces coexistence independent of initial densities when movement rates are relatively low. When d was as large as 0.7r * , coexistence independent of initial conditions also occurred for d 2 values at least 20%1one-patch maximum. In three-patch models with resource growth rates r * , , and , an even * * r ϩ d r Ϫ d greater expansion in the coexistence bandwidth was observed. For example, when , , and * r p 0.1 h p 10 m p (as in the previous calculations), d 2max ranged from 0.0001 0.153 to 0.149 as d varied from 0.02 to 0.07. Differences in resource growth might also be reflected in the resource's carrying capacity, K, rather than, or in addition to, its intrinsic growth rate, r. Although not shown here, differences in K, while maintaining the same mean K, have the same qualitative effect of expanding the coexistence band- width and have a larger effect in three-patch than in twopatch systems. In summary, spatial heterogeneity in resource growth expands the coexistence bandwidth relative to one-patch systems for a much wider range of consumer movement rates than in the equivalent-patch model, given the differential equation model assumed here. Asynchrony is also maintained for a wider range of relatively low values of the migration rate, m, than in models with identical patches. When m becomes large enough to synchronize heterogeneous patches, or even stabilize them, the coexistence bandwidth is still greater than in a one-patch system in most cases. This increase is due to the fact that high migration converts high-resource growth patches into sources and low-resource growth patches into sinks, an effect that promotes coexistence, as shown by Namba and Hashimoto (2004) and Abrams and Wilson (2004) using two-patch metapopulation models similar to those explored here.
Demographic stochasticity is absent from the metapopulation models considered above, and we argued earlier that such stochasticity was a major factor contributing to differences between the spatial simulation and the onepatch differential equation model. We performed a final set of simulations using a collection of small patches (Wilson 1998). Within each patch, the consumer populations are mixed homogeneously to prevent any within-patch correlations in density, and a dispersal parameter, m, represents the probability that a given individual moves from its present patch to a randomly chosen location in another randomly chosen patch. Each patch had a maximum resource population of 1,000 individuals, and growth conditions were assumed to be equivalent in all patches, except for the variability arising from demographic stochasticity.
To examine the coexistence bandwidth in this model, we simulated 100 patches at many combinations of the nonlinear consumer's handling time and linear consumer's death rate ( fig. 5 ). Defining coexistence by the presence of both consumer species somewhere in the metapopulation at the conclusion of 4,000 simulation steps, high Note: It is assumed that d 2 has a value halfway between the maxima for one-and two-patch systems.
a Resource densities were selected from a uniform distribution between 0 and K (p 1), while consumer densities were chosen from a uniform distribution between 0 and 0.5 (the latter being approximately the maximum density on the limit cycle in the absence of the linear consumer). The initial densities of the linear consumer in all cases were 10 Ϫ7 . Classification as coexistence required two conditions: positive densities of both consumer species and no directional decline in mean densities over the last 30,000 time units of a numerical integration of 100,000 time units. movement yields a region of coexistence almost identical to that obtained for the spatial simulation under wellmixed conditions (cf. figs. 5A, 3A ). An order of magnitude decrease in movement ( fig. 5B ) appears to increase slightly the coexistence bandwidth at high handling times while decreasing the bandwidth for low handling times. Sufficient further decreases in movement ( fig. 5C, 5D ) decrease the bandwidth at high handling times. This reduced bandwidth is expected because the cycles at these handling times exhibit a large enough amplitude that rapid extinction is assured within a single subpopulation of 1,000 sites. At the lowest movement probability, two unusual cases are observed ( fig. 5D ) where the nonlinear consumer persists outside the predicted coexistence region. These anomalous outcomes result from the linear consumer going extinct in a single patch while the nonlinear consumer persists. If the simulation were run longer, the linear consumer would eventually recolonize the patch and exclude the other consumer species. Comparing the results in figures 3 and 5 confirms that demographic stochasticity can prevent the large increase in coexistence bandwidth that can occur in models with fewer, much larger patches.
Discussion
Our results suggest that coexistence generated by endogenous cycles can either be easier or more difficult to achieve when organisms have spatially localized interactions than it can under well-mixed conditions. Different methods of representing spatially restricted interactions, which correspond to different ecological scenarios, produce different predictions. In the deterministic metapopulation model, the possibility of asynchronous cycles in different patches can make it much easier for an inefficient consumer with a high maximum consumption rate to invade the system, because it is more likely that some patches are always in a state where that species has an advantage. This result was not observed in the lattice-based simulations, including a metapopulation model in which subpopulations were represented by lattices. The main reason behind this difference appears to be the local extinction of one consumer species when its minimum population density becomes sufficiently low. Such extinctions do not occur in the metapopulation model based on differential equations, with its continuous population sizes. Whether extinctions occur in natural systems will depend on movement rates and population sizes. The metapopulation models might best be represented empirically by a system possessing large population numbers and populations that are well mixed within patches, such as aquatic microbial systems in which demographic stochasticity is probably irrelevant due to the law of large numbers (but see Anderies and Beisner 2000) . In contrast, the spatially explicit simulations used relatively few individuals with limited movement and might best be represented empirically by systems in which the individuals are large and positions are restricted. It seems likely that each of the two opposite effects of consumer movement on coexistence predominates in some systems or circumstances. It is also important to note that fluctuations with very low population densities are not a necessary consequence of the AM mechanism of coexistence when the handling time of the "unstable" consumer species is large. Abrams and Holt (2002) show that coexistence bandwidths are much greater if the "stable" consumer species has an accelerating rather than a linear functional response; in these cases, very low densities of the stable consumer only occur when its mortality is very close to its maximum value.
Most real systems are likely to be intermediate between these two spatial representations in most of their relevant characteristics: the boundaries between patches are not likely to be as clear cut as the metapopulation model suggests, and space is not likely to be as homogeneous as in the spatially explicit simulation model. None of our findings suggest that these intermediate cases are likely to have coexistence bandwidths outside of the range of results obtained for the two classes of models we have explored, and we expect many of our results to hold for more realistic landscape models. In all systems, finite local population sizes that eliminate the possibility of very large amplitude cycles (see also Wilson 1996 Wilson , 1998 will be a potent factor limiting coexistence mechanisms that depend on those cycles. Coexistence may also be inhibited by spatially asynchronous cycles and subsequent reduction in locally av- eraged cycle amplitude, but this averaging must be weighed against the benefit of having some favorable conditions for the inferior species at most points in time.
Results from both classes of models suggest that it is possible to observe coexistence due to the AM mechanism in spite of low amplitude cycles, or even the apparent lack of cycles, when population densities are measured at a large spatial scale ( fig. 1) . In other words, local cycles are sufficient to generate coexistence, and this sufficiency suggests that the AM coexistence mechanism may usefully be explored when differences in functional and/or numerical response shapes are known to exist between competitors even if population densities do not appear to cycle on a large spatial scale. Although we did not examine it here, the AM mechanism by itself is unlikely to generate multispecies coexistence when there is a single resource (Chesson 1994; Abrams and Holt 2002) , but models of competition for two essential resources by Huisman and Weissing (2001) raise the possibility that population cycles in two resource systems can greatly increase the number of consumer species capable of coexistence. It is also important to remember that the AM mechanism can apply independently to each of the many resources in a multiconsumer-multiresource community. Its contribution to diversity in multispecies communities is potentially significant. Jansen and de Roos (2000) also found that demographic stochasticity was a major contributor to the differences they observed between otherwise similar models of predator-prey systems using a spatially explicit lattice framework and a differential equation metapopulation framework. Nevertheless, the role of demographic stochasticity needs further exploration in the models considered here. Anderies and Beisner (2000) studied a model similar to our one-patch models in which externally imposed fluctuations in resource supply potentially allowed coexistence in a well-mixed system. They showed that a finite population size, resulting in temporal resource partitioning due to demographic stochasticity, significantly expanded the range of mortality rates that would allow the two species to coexist. It is also known that the combination of endogenously generated cycles with environmental forcing of resource growth can broaden coexistence conditions relative to the case in which there are only endogenous consumer-resource cycles (Abrams 2004). Demographic stochasticity that does not produce extinction is likely to increase the amplitude of cycles, which potentially enhanced the coexistence observed by Anderies and Beisner (2000) . This effect of stochasticity on cycle amplitude was counteracted in our simulations by local extinctions.
In summary, the prerequisites for the AM mechanism of competitive coexistence to operate in nature seem to be widespread in spite of the complicating aspects of the natural world. Competing species are known to differ in the form of their functional and/or numerical responses (Hassell 1978) , and fluctuations in population density are the rule rather than the exception (Lande et al. 2003 ). Yet, the AM mechanism has been documented in very few empirical systems (Grover 1997) . Setting aside the inherent empirical hurdles that discourage its examination, one possibility is that laboratory tests have inadvertently used systems where the coexistence bandwidth was quite narrow (e.g., Grover 1990 Grover , 1991 see discussion in Abrams 2004) . Another possibility is that the spatial localization of interactions has hidden the population fluctuations on which the mechanism depends. Our analysis confirms that the mechanism can operate in spatial systems, even when large spatial-scale population dynamics appear stable. In at least some situations, asynchronous fluctuations can greatly widen the coexistence bandwidth. This apparent contradiction between fluctuation-dependent coexistence and relatively stable population dynamics on a large spatial scale emphasizes the need for measurements across spatial scales when trying to determine the contribution of the relative nonlinearity of consumers to their potential for coexistence.
